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Gardner is the model and inspiration for everybody who enjoys recreational
mathematics. He is clearly the greatest mathematical popularizer that ever lived.
As Richard Guy wrote, Gardner brought more math to more millions than anyone
else.
From 1956 to 1981 he published the column “Mathematical Games” in the
prestigious Scientific American (SA). His section became very popular and
influential from the very beginning. His articles inspired several covers of the
magazine

Figure 1Roger Penrose's work
on the cover of SA

Martin Gardner got a college degree in Philosophy and worked the most part of his
life as a journalist and a writer. He never took a single mathematics course in college.
However, he managed to learn difficult mathematical theories that he then exposed
with unsurpassed clarity and enthusiasm.
Gardner brought to a wide audience several hard theorems
and mathematical constructions, making names like John
Conway (The Game of Life, Surreal Numbers, Tilings,...),
Raymond Smullyan (Logic), Roger Penrose (Tilings), Escher
(Visual Art), Mandelbrot (Fractals) very familiar.
His works were collected in several books that got very large
circulation.
He wrote about two hundred books
on several subjects, like recreational
mathematics, philosophy, and magic. He even wrote novels.
The monumental edition of Lewis Carroll’s Alice in
Wonderland annotated by Martin Gardner was one of his
best sellers.

The lay public first heard of some of the most important mathematical results and
their authors in Gardner's works, who delivered them in a humanized and clear way.
We will mention some examples from the
pages of Scientific American.
John Napier (1550-1617), the creator of
logarithms, popularized a singular
calculation device, Napier's Bones. Gardner
gave them live again.

Raymond Smullyan, the great American logician born in 1919, who was a
professional magician in his youth, created several puzzles that looked innocent but
were theoretically relevant. Sometimes he used the familiar chess set. In the
following diagram, Smullyan asks where the white King goes (it just fell to the

ground) and which were the last two moves of this legitimate chess game

John Horton Conway, one of the most creative mathematicians that ever lived,
invented the Game of Life, to which Martin Gardner dedicated several columns of
Scientific American in the 1970s.
Who but Martin Gardner could turn Benoît
Mandelbrot's fractals into a common subject of
conversation?
And so many, many others!...
Martin Gardner's column in Scientific American was
titled “Mathematical Games”. Lots of mathematical
games were popularized during the 25 years of the
column's existence. Let us recall just a few.
Even games that we all know, or think to know, very well, but whose analysis can
surprise us, like Tic Tac Toe, got their space in SA’s pages.

Some other pencil-and-paper games, like Hackenbush (each player's turn consists in
cutting an edge. Only the edges connected to the ground survive this action), belong
to an extremely complex field: Combinatorial Game Theory.

Figure 2 Red-Blue Hackenbush

or even the classic NIM, the first game to be solved mathematically in a research
article. NIM can be played with piles of beans. Two players alternate choosing a pile
and decreasing its number of beans. The winner is the last player moving (who takes
the last bean).

Some puzzles appeared, like the Icosian, created by the Irish mathematician
Hamilton, or the Hanoi Towers, invented by Edouard Lucas, both in the 19th century,
and whose reciprocal relations Gardner explained

Figure 3 Icosian game: visit every vertex once

Figure 4 Hanoi Towers: move the pile of discs, one
by one, never landing a disc on a smaller one

Board games also deserved Gardner's attention. He recognized that several of these
games have far reaching mathematical content, like Hex, invented independently by
Piet Hein and John Nash

Figure 5 Hex: a connection game

Martin Gardner described and praised some card games, for instance Eleusis, by
Robert Abbot, a very special case. It is a game that emulates the process of scientific
discovery, in which the players try to find certain rules of the very game they are
playing...
The visual artist Escher (1898-1972) produced a very mathematical work, his
creations are filled with references to advanced mathematical concepts, from selfreference to hyperbolic geometry. Gardner appreciated his art very much, being very
proud of an original that Escher offered him.

Escher's work on the cover of Scientific American
Martin Gardner got interested in magic very early in life, when his father showed him
a card trick. Martin became an expert in this field, contributing with original material
to magic journals. Gardner, even if not a professional, was one of them, an element of
the community of magicians. This included, as it still does, some leading
mathematicians.
His most impressive work in this field, the Encyclopedia of Impromptu Magic,
contains almost 600 large pages filled with magic tricks that use only everyday
objects.

The mathematics behind these activities is always presented and explained by Martin
Gardner, in his clear and enthusiastic style.

Gardner dedicated a major part of his time and effort to exposing scientific hoaxes.
His interest in these activities was triggered by his changing of opinion about a book
he read and approved of in his youth. This book denied the theory of evolution. The
New Geology, by George McCready Price, contained good arguments against
Darwin's theory. However, later, at college, he became critic of this text. Science and
its methods guided Gardner for the rest of his life.
His knowledge of magic turned out to be important in the process of demystifying
charlatans. A major part of the surprising and “supernatural” effects can easily be
explained by trained magicians.
In 1950, his Fads and Fallacies in the Name of Science brought him recognition in
the field.

Other works followed, as Martin Gardner dedicated himself to this subject with his
usual determination.
He was one of the founding fathers of Skeptical Enquirer, where he published his
articles regularly. He sent by mail his last contribution a few days before passing
away. These works gave rise to several books: New Age: Notes of a Fringe Watcher
(1988), On the Wild Side (1992), Weird Water and Fuzzy Logic (1996), Did Adam
and Eve Have Navels (2000), and Are Universes Thicker than Blackberries (2003).
The Foundation Gathering for Gardner's goal is to promote the lucid exposition and
discussion of new ideas in recreational mathematics, magic, puzzles, and philosophy.
Through its support biannual conferences are held in honor of Martin Gardner,
encouraging the work of amateurs and young people by bringing them in contact with
professional scholars, world-class expositors and innovative performers in venues
that promote the cross-discipline fertilization of ideas.
The first meeting, G4G1, happened in 1993. Elwyn Berlekamp promoted the idea
among mathematicians, Setteducati among magicians, and Tom Rogers approached

the puzzles community. Eight more followed. The ninth, and last so far, G4G9, took
place in March of 2010.
In these workshops, absolutely unique (more like parties!), hundreds of
mathematicians mingle with as many magicians, puzzle experts and others.

Social activities include a dinner at one of the organizers' house, where some
mathematical concepts can be flavored in original ways...

Figure 6 Social activities at G4G

As the G4G meetings happen in the USA, some European enthusiasts organize, on
odd numbered years1, a similar event on this side of the ocean.
The first one, Recreational Mathematics Colloquium I, was hosted by the
Universidade de Évora, Portugal, in 2009.

Figure 7Richard Guy opening RMC I

We will honor Martin Gardner’s as he would like: having lots of fun!

1

http://ludicum.org/rm09, http://ludicum.org/rm11.

